The experimental features of positive-parity doublet bands in the odd-A cesium isotopes 125,127,129,131 Cs, including angular momentum alignment, energy staggering,
I. INTRODUCTION
Chirality is a popular symmetry occurring in nature, such as chemistry, biology and physics. In nuclear physics, chirality arises from the coupling of the angular momenta in a triaxially deformed nuclei [1] and the predicted patterns of spectra exhibiting chiralitychiral doublet bands-were experimentally observed in 2001 [2] , i.e., the existence of one pair of ∆I = 1 bands (normally regarded as nearly degenerate) with the same parity.
Moreover, two pairs of chiral bands with different configurations in 105 Rh were discussed, respectively, in Refs. [3, 4] . The possible existence of multiple chiral doublet bands in one nucleus was demonstrated by searching for triaxial chiral configurations in Rh isotopes based on constrained relativistic mean-field calculations in Ref. [5] , which introduced the acronym MχD for multiple chiral doublet bands. Up to now, nuclear chirality has attracted a lot of attentions and many chiral candidate nuclei have been reported experimentally in the A ∼ 80, 100, 130, and 190 mass regions of the nuclear chart, see, e.g., Refs. [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , as well as the reviews in Refs. [14] [15] [16] . In addition, several multiple doublet candidate nuclei have been proposed or reported in Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In particular, the reported candidate chiral nuclei in A ∼ 130 mass region form a chiral island [2] , where the cesium isotopes have the most candidate chiral nuclei. In all those candidate odd-odd cesium isotopes, i.e., 122, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132 Cs [9, 12, [22] [23] [24] [25] , one pair of chiral doublet bands is observed. Moreover, those chiral candidates consist of configuration πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 , i.e., the unpaired odd proton particle lies in the lower part of intruder orbital h 11/2 , whereas it is in the middle to upper part for the odd neutron.
For the neighboring odd-A cesium isotopes, three-quasiparticle configurations based on high-j proton particle and neutron hole configuration πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 can be easily constructed and therefore the nuclear chirality is highly expected. In 125,129,131 Cs, a pair of bands has been observed involving the configuration of the πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 component with the third neutron quasiparticle in the orbital of s 1/2 /d 3/2 /g 7/2 [26] [27] [28] . Moreover, the nearly degenerate doublet bands indicate the possible existence of chirality in 125,129,131 Cs, although not discussed specifically and systematically in those Refs. [26] [27] [28] . On the other hand, the bands 4 and 6 in 127 Cs [29] show very good similarity in level scheme as the doublet bands in 125,129,131 Cs, but assigned a different configuration of πg 7/2 /d 5/2 ⊗ νh −2 11/2 . Based on the above statements, it is very necessary to investigate whether the similar pair of coupled bands in 127 Cs have the same configuration as in 125, 129, 131 Cs.
On the other hand, the adiabatic and configuration-fixed constrained triaxial relativistic mean-field (RMF) approach has been performed to study the triaxial deformation of odd-A 125,127,129,131 Cs [30] . The existence of chirality, especially the MχD phenomenon, is demonstrated and expected based on different high-j particle-hole configurations and triaxial deformations. However, the rotation effect is not considered in the above calculations. Based on the covariant density functional theory (CDFT) [15, [31] [32] [33] , which takes into account the Lorentz invariance, the tilted axis cranking (TAC) calculations have been successfully applied to describe many collective structural phenomena, such as magnetic rotation [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] and anti-magnetic rotation [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , transition from collective to chiral rotation [44] , and rotations with an exotic rod shape [45] . Thus it is also necessary to check the existence of chirality after considering the rotation effect.
In this paper, the configuration assignments for the doublet bands in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs are discussed first. Then the experimental characteristics of these doublet bands are studied systematically, and also compared with the chiral double bands in the neighboring oddodd nuclei 124, 126, 128, 130 Cs. At last, self-consistent tilted axis cranking relativistic mean-field (TAC-RMF) theory [34, 35, 46, 47] is performed to investigate the triaxial deformation of these bands with assigned configurations.
II. SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATION OF EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES
Four pairs of doublet bands with positive parity, i.e., bands 3 and 7 in 125 Cs [48] , bands 4 and 6 in 127 Cs [29] , bands 1 and 10 in 129 Cs [27] , and bands 2 and 3 in 131 Cs [28] , are labeled as the band 1 and band 2 here, respectively. It should be noted that those four pairs of doublet bands show similar structure in energy spectrum. For example, the energy differences between bands 1 and 2 in those four nuclei are relatively small and almost less than 300 keV. In addition, the excitation energies of bandhead (19/2 + ) are all about 2 MeV higher than the bandhead (11/2 − ) of the one-quasiparticle yrast band with configuration πh 11/2 [27] [28] [29] 48] .
To further investigate the similarities of these doublet bands, experimental alignments (i x ) as a function of rotational frequency ω for band 1 and band 2 in 125,127,129,131 Cs are given in Fig. 1 . The Harris parameters [49] of J 0 = 5.8 2 MeV −1 and J 1 = 50.8 4 MeV −3 are adopted to subtract the angular momenta of the core. It could be seen that all these bands show large initial alignments ≈ 8 and then remain constant as frequency increases from 0.1-0.45 MeV and the differences in the alignment values of the doublet bands in each nucleus are very small, which clearly exhibits the similar rotation structure in those four pairs of doublet bands. Considering the shell structure in the A ∼ 130 mass region and the positive parity of the doublet bands, there are two possible configurations, i.e., πg 7/2 /d 5/2 ⊗ νh −2 11/2 and πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g 7/2 /d 3/2 /s 1/2 . To study and distinguish the two possible configurations for band 1 and band 2, especially in 127 Cs, the alignment additive rule, which has been successfully applied to the configuration assignment of rotational bands in the mass regions of A ∼ 130 [50] and A ∼ 160 [51] , is adopted. In Fig. 2 , experimental alignments of doublet bands in 127 Cs are compared with the alignments of relevant bands with onequasi-proton configurations πh 11/2 and πg 7/2 in 127 Cs [29] , two-quasi-neutron configuration νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 in neighboring even-even nuclei 128 Xe [52] and a pair of neutron h 11/2 quasiparticles i.e., νh −2 11/2 in 126 Xe [53] . The same Harris parameters as used in Fig. 1 and two-quasiparticle configurations νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 and νh −2 11/2 in neighboring even-even nuclei 128 Xe [52] and 126 Xe [53] , respectively. The same Harris parameters, i.e., J 0 = 5.8 2 MeV −1 and
here to obtain the experimental alignments. It can be easily seen that the final alignment values of three-quasiparticle configuration πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 (≈ 9.5 ), obtained from the sum of two quasi-particle configuration νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 in 128 Xe (≈ 4 ) and one quasi-particle configuration πh 11/2 in 127 Cs (≈ 5.5 ), is in good agreement with the experimental alignments of the doublet bands. On the contrary, the alignments for πg 7/2 ⊗ νh −2 11/2 (≈ 6 ), obtained from the sum of two quasi-particle configuration νh −2 11/2 in 126 Xe (≈ 5 ) and one quasi-particle configuration πg 7/2 in 127 Cs (≈ 1 ), deviate much from the data [29] .
Thus, the possible configuration for band 1 and 2 in 127 Cs is πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g 7/2 /d 3/2 /s 1/2 rather than πg 7/2 ⊗ νh −2 11/2 . It should be noted that in 127 Cs, the πg 7/2 band and πd 5/2 band have the similar alignments, and the possible configuration πd 5/2 ⊗ νh −2 11/2 is also excluded. Additionally, 125 Cs, 129 Cs, and 131 Cs have the similar alignments and hence are assigned similar configuration.
At present, the three-quasiparticle configurations are involving the high-j shape-driving πh 11/2 and νh 11/2 orbitals as well as a positive-parity quasineutron from the s 1/2 , d 3/2 , or g 7/2 orbital with a low alignment contribution. To examine the occupation orbital of the observing neutron, the energy signature splitting, i.e., E(I) − [E(I + 1) + E(I − 1)]/2, as a function of the spin for the band 1 in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs is shown in Fig. 3 . It is easy to see that band 1 of 125 Cs exhibits near to zero signature splitting, while relatively large signature splitting is observed for 127,129,131 Cs. It has already been pointed out in Ref. [26] that to understand the near to zero signature splitting, the last neutron in 125 Cs should be occupying the high-Ω orbital at the top of g 7/2 shell, and the configuration πh 11/2 ⊗νh −1 11/2 g −1 7/2 is favoured for the doublet bands in 125 Cs. On the other hand, the obvious signature splitting favours the involvement of the s 1/2 or d 3/2 orbital in 127,129,131 Cs, and therefore, the configuration πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 is favoured for the doublet bands, which are different from the previous configuration assignments, i.e., πg 7/2 (d 5/2 ) ⊗ νh −2 11/2 in 127 Cs [29] and πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g 7/2 in 129 Cs [27] . The present configuration assignments of high-j proton particle and neutron hole configurations for the doublet bands in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs are favorable for the chirality, which deserves more investigations. In Fig. 5 , the energy differences for doublet bands, i.e., △E = Furthermore, the energy differences △E for the doublet bands in 125 Cs decrease gradually with the increasing spin, i.e., from 300-50 keV, which may be related to the transition of chiral vibration and static chirality [2] . In particular, the △E(I) in 129 Cs decreases and be-comes negative with the increasing spin, i.e., the band 1 is crossed by band 2 after I = 12.5. This phenomenon has also been observed for the chiral doublet bands in 112 Ru [55] , reflecting a dynamical character of chirality. In addition, the energy staggering parameter S(I) = [E(I) − E(I − 1)]/2I is also an important criterion for chirality since first proposed and discussed in Ref. [7] . It should possess a smooth independence of spin since the angular momenta of proton particle and neutron hole orbital are both perpendicular to the core rotation in the chiral geometry [7] .
In Fig. 6 , the S(I) for the doublet bands in 125−131 Cs is given and compared with those in values are similar, which indicates the doublet bands in odd-A Cs isotopes have similar chiral geometry required for chiral doublets.
III. THEORETICAL CALCULATION
In the following, the structure of rotational bands in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs are investigated by tilted axis cranking relativistic mean-field (TAC-RMF) approach. In contrast to its nonrelativistic counterparts [56] , the CDFT, including relativistic mean-field (RMF) framework with point coupling or mesonic exchange interaction [57] [58] [59] , takes the fundamental Lorentz symmetry into account from the very beginning so that naturally takes care of the important spin degree of freedom, resulting in great successes on many nuclear phenomena [15, [31] [32] [33] 56] . Moreover, without any additional parameters, the rotation excitations can be described self-consistently with the tilted axis cranking relativistic mean-field approach [15, 46] .
In the TAC-RMF theory, nuclei are characterized by the relativistic fields S(r) and V µ (r) in the Dirac equation in the rotating frame with a constant angular velocity vector Ω as
whereĴ =L + 1 2Σ is the total angular momentum of the nucleon spinors, and ε i represents the single-particle Routhians for nucleons. The detailed formalism and numerical techniques can be seen in Refs. [34, 35, 41] . A spherical harmonic oscillator basis with ten major shells is adopted to solve the Dirac equation. The point-coupling interaction PC-PK1 [60] is used for the Lagrangian, while the pairing correlations are neglected.
The TAC-RMF calculations are based on the above assigned configurations, i.e., πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g −1 7/2 for 125 Cs and πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 for 127,129,131 Cs. It should be noted that there is a mixing between the low-j orbital g 7/2 and d 5/2 in the TAC-RMF calculations, and they can not clearly be distinguished. Taking 125 Cs as an example, the single-neutron Routhians near the Fermi surface in 125 Cs as a function of the rotational frequency for configuration πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g −1 7/2 are shown in Fig. 7 . The single-particle levels with positive (negative) parity are marked by solid (dashed) lines. The green filled circles indicate the occupied levels and the open red circles represent the holes in the neutron h 11/2 and g 7/2 /d 5/2
shell.
In Fig. 7 , the rotational frequency ( Ω) varies from 0-0.5 MeV. In principle, broken timereversal symmetry by the cranking field will be recovered without cranking field at Ω = 0, i.e., the levels will be degenerated again as already shown in Fig. 7 . There are 20 neutrons above the N = 50 shell, and it is easy to see that the last two unpaired neutrons are kept fixed in the upper part of h 11/2 and g 7/2 /d 5/2 shells, respectively. Comparing with 125 Cs, the adding neutrons in 127,129,131 Cs will occupy in the d 3/2 /s 1/2 and h 11/2 shell, and the corresponding configuration is πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 . In Fig. 8 , the calculated energy spectra in TAC-RMF theory based on corresponding configurations for 125,127,129,131 Cs are shown, and also compared with experimental data of bands 1 and 2 [27] [28] [29] 48] . It is obvious to see that the experimental energy spectrum is well reproduced by the present self-consistent TAC-RMF calculations, for the band 1. One should note that only the yrast state (line) for a certain configuration can be obtained by TAC-RMF calculations due to the variational principle.
In Fig. 9 , the calculated total angular momenta I with corresponding configuration for 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs determined by the cranking condition J = I(I + 1) are shown as a func- tion of the rotational frequency in comparison with the data. The experimental rotational frequency can be extracted as in Ref. [61] , i.e., Ω exp = 1 2 [E γ (I + 1 → I) + E γ (I → I − 1)]. In general, the TAC-RMF results are in good agreement with the band 1 in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs, which supports the configuration assignments, i.e., πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g −1 7/2 and πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 for the doublet bands in 125 Cs and 127,129,131 Cs, respectively. The calculated quadrupole (β) and triaxial (γ) deformation parameters by TAC-RMF theory for 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs of assigned configuration are given in Fig. 10 for checking the chirality with rotational mean field. It could be found that the deformations for configurations πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 g −1 7/2 in 125 Cs and πh 11/2 ⊗ νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 in 127,129,131 Cs behave in a similar way, i.e., the triaxial deformations γ of the four nuclei is stable and there is only a slight change with the increasing rotational frequency. For example, for 125,127,131 Cs, the γ stays from 27 • to 31 • , and 129 Cs keeps between 23 • and 25 • . Moreover, the present stable β and triaxial deformations support the character of collective motion, in accordance with appearance of chiral rotation. In comparison, the deformation varies much in the magnetic rotation, and the triaxial deformation change can be as large as 30 • for M1 bands in 60 Ni [35] . In addition, comparing the triaxial deformation in RMF approach without rotation in Ref. [30] , it is found that considering or without considering the rotational mean field, i.e., the TAC-RMF and RMF calculations both support the existence of chirality in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs.
It should be noted that the TAC-RMF result here was based on a two-dimensional tilted axis cranking (2DTAC) calculation, which was applied to examine the deformation for the possible configuration of the candidate doublet bands. Theory wise, chiral doublet bands were first investigated in the tilted axis cranking approximation [1] . Later on, realistic three-dimensional TAC (3DTAC) approaches, such as 3DTAC based on a WoodsCSaxon potential combined with the Shell correction method [62] or a SkyrmeCHartreeCFock mean field [63] as well as a relativistic mean field approach [47] , have been developed to find the chiral solution. In order to describe the nuclear chiral rotation further, the three-dimensional tilted axis cranking is expected to be applied to 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs in future.
IV. SUMMARY
In conclusion, a systematic study of the doublet bands in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs has been performed. Based on the analysis of the experimental characteristics and the alignment additive rule etc., the configurations of the doublet bands in these nuclei have been reassigned. The configurations πh 11/2 ⊗νh −1 11/2 g −1 7/2 and πh 11/2 ⊗νh −1 11/2 (d 3/2 /s 1/2 ) 1 are suggested to be favoured for the doublet bands in 125 Cs and 127,129,131 Cs, respectively. In comparison with the adjacent odd-odd nuclei 124−130 Cs, the experimental characteristics of these nearly degenerate bands are discussed. The investigation finds that these experimental features meet the requirements of the chiral double band, including similar alignments values, and energy staggering parameter S(I) changing gently with increasing spins. In addition, the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, which are currently only available in 129,131 Cs, also fulfill the experimental feature of the chiral bands. In addition, the self-consistent tilted axis cranking relativistic mean-field calculations have been performed based on the reassigned configurations for these bands in 125, 127, 129, 131 Cs. The corresponding experimental energy spectra and the angular momenta have been well reproduced, which supports the configuration assignments. The calculated deformation parameters also support the existence of chiral doublet bands in these nuclei.
